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It's Thursday night and I was going to do the first of my vacation posts (finally pulled out a
selection of photos and decided it was too much for one post) and discovered that, even though
I wrote an entry and picked all the pictures on Monday, I never actually posted our Canada Day.
My only excuse is that it was very rainy on Monday and I was extremely lazy and never got out
of my pajamas (what else are rainy long weekends for?). So the vacation photos will wait one
more day and you'll get to see what I meant to post on Monday morning.

---

A belated Happy Canada Day to all my fellow Canadians. I hope you had a nice day. We
walked downtown to see the parade yesterday morning. I'm afraid I wasn't dressed very
patriotically but Rob found a red shirt to wear and I made Abby a new red and white bandana.
We found a good spot to sit just before the beginning of the parade arrived. Our RCMP
detachment were looking their very best and this is the first year I've seen a representative of
the canine unit. The RCMP were followed by the NWT Pipe Band and I don't know about you
but it never feels like a real parade to me without some pipe music.

I think Abby's favourite "float" was probably the Animal Shelter with all the dogs up for adoption
being walked and a couple of puppies - too young to walk safely in a crowd - being pulled on a
cart. We got Abby from the Animal Shelter a little under four years ago and can't imagine life
without her. Someone handed me a freezie (watermelon flavour) and I shared the end of it with
Abby since I hadn't brought her any water. We thought several times that it was going to rain
but it held off and we had another nice walk home.
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